LOKTUFF Standard Interlocking System:
To cover large "islands" or entire rooms.

Easy to install:
* Loose lay product, requires no adhesive
* Will not curl or separate, insulates against cold
* Virtually maintenance free
* Absolutely non-absorbent
* LOKTUFF precision water-jet cut interlock eliminates gaps
* Will not harbor or promote bacterial growth
* Mitigate agent added during manufacturing to reduce rubber smell

Flexible and Versatile:
When your floor plans change, Humane flooring is ready with you. Our modular design requires no adhesive and will not mark or stain. Just rearrange or add on as needed. You can even pick up and go without leaving a trace. Free layout/design assistance and customized sizes on request!!

Available Options:
In 3/8" and ½" thickness:
4' x 4' interlocking centers, borders and corners
2' x 4' interlocking borders and corners with Beveled or Non-Beveled outside edge!!!
2' x 2' interlocking corners Beveled or Non-Beveled

In ¾" thickness:
3' x 4' Centers not shown
2' x 3' Borders not shown
2' x 4' Borders
2' x 2' corners
with Beveled or Non-Beveled outside edge!!

With our 4 x 4 system, we literally have hundreds of areas already CAD ready to cut and drawings done for layout assistance. They start out as small as 7'9" x 7'9" (which is 4 of the 4' x 4' corners) all the way up to 58'4" x 101'2", or if you have a room with lots of corners and doorways, we can calculate number of mats needed and draw a lay out for you. These areas can be done with beveled edges for specific areas or straight edge for wall to wall applications. One person can install about 15 mats per hour, when trimming is not necessary.

LOKTUFF flooring installations:
1) If the wall to wall layout contains borders on 2 sides perpendicular to each other, lay those first.
2) Fill in rows and columns of center pieces until you get to the other two walls.
3) Then trim to fit.

   NOTE: When Humane mats are installed, the diamond surface needs to be on top. With standard sized Loktuff pieces, the diamond pattern surface will not all face the same direction. If aesthetics is required, use all centers to create floor, or specify pattern requirement on order so we can do a custom layout.

How to trim the sides:
1) The mats are easy to cut. A good utility knife with a sharp blade will do the job nicely, a jig saw works well, or a reciprocating saw.
2) You might want to have a can of WD-40 handy. The WD-40 (on the blade only) gives the utility knife lubricant, to help cut through the rubber better. (Caution: when using WD-40, the lubricated knife will cut through the rubber with NO problem, be careful not to cut yourself)
3) Another helpful hint is to place a wooden 2 x 4 under the mat along the line of the intended cut creating an arch. By cutting along this arch, the mat will have a tendency to split and pull apart more easily as the knife is pulled through.

LOKTUFF Island installation:
This type of installation is easy and doesn't require the use of tools. Just fit the pieces together (like a puzzle). For reference, a 31' 1" x 29' 2" island can be completely assembled in about 1 and 1/2 hours.
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